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Tihar song nani and babu

The famous Deusi Bhailo Tihar Songs: Tihar is one of the most important festivals for Indians in Nepal. Nepal is a small country between India and China. It has a population of about 23 million, most of which are Indian.Tihar Festival takes place in late autumn and lasts five days. This festival is also called
a festival of lights. This is the time when all the houses light oil lamps, and the city is full of lights and decoration. This festival is about worshiping various animals such as crow,1 dog and cow. During Tihar, people worship their brothers and sisters and the goddess of wealth, Laxmi.On the first day of the
festival, people worship cows. In the morning, each family cooks a delicious meal. Before they eat, each member of the family places the food on a plate of leaves and places them outside so that the crows eat. People believe that crows are the messenger of the Lord of Death. They worship crows to keep
grief away. On the second day, people worship dogs. They decorate dogs with garlands of flowers around their necks. They give dogs delicious food and put a red tic (special powder) on their foreheads. Even stray dogs do this. This is a day to respect all dogs. They pray for dogs to keep an eye on their
homes. Dogs with garlands of flowers can be seen everywhere. The third day is the most important day of the festival. People worship the cow early in the morning. The cow is a symbol of wealth and is the holiest animal for Hindus. They placed a tic on the foreheads of cows and a garland of flowers
around their necks. They give cows nice things to eat. Deusi Bhailo Tihar- Nepalese SongsPeople place cow manure in different parts of their homes. Later, in the evening, they worship the goddess Laxmi. If people zaa please goddess, she will give them wealth. People clean and decorate their homes.
They put oil lamps in every door and window. A female family member performs a special ceremony or puja. He then puts a red trail of mud on the floor entering the house and makes the trail to the room where the family worships the goddess. This room features pictures and a goddess icon. Things that
people worship on the fourth day, depending on their cultural background. Most people worship ox. Oniputtikaon is a garland around the neck. They also give delicious food. Other people make a small hill of cow manure, put grass on it and perform a special ceremony on it, that is, pę. Still other people
worship each other. The fifth day is the day of brothers and sisters. The sisters wish their brothers a long life and prosperity. If you do not have a brother or sister, you can make one of your relatives or friends brother or sister. On this day, the sisters perform a puja and apply a special tic on their brothers
for their long life and prosperity. Sisters put garlands around their brothers' necks and offer them special gifts of food. In return, the brothers introduced a tic and placed garlands and give them gifts with clothes and money. This festival finally ends after five days of cooking, decorating, eating, singing,
dancing, shopping, relaxing, giving gifts and worshipping. There is no doubt that Tihar is the most popular festival in Nepal.In tihar festival, children and young people go to different places and sing a song and dance bhailo. They give blessings for the prosperity of the house and in return for the end, they
get sweets, money and food. The boys sing deusi, and the girls sing Bhailo. DeusiBhailo is played with a night of Laxmi puja. It is said that money should be given after Laxmi puja. The origin of Deusibhailo is unknown. The song is related to the King of Bali. According to Hindu myths, the King of Bali gave
his head to the fifth incarnation of Vishn, Vaman. Vamana approaches Bali and asked three steps of the ground when Baliwas performing Ashwamedhya yajna. At that time Bali was very popular in giving alms to anyone who came to his palace and Bali agreed to meet the requirements of Vaman and
Vaman covered the earth and universe with his two steps and asked the king where his third step would be and the king offered his head. Wisznu blessed Bali by seeing his devotion and promoted him to Suthala, which is heaven's highest position. It is believed that in the month of Kartik, the King of Bali
offered his head and it is believed that if someone gives something back then in return, he will get a blessing from Bali Raja.Deusi-bhailo provides cultural entertainment in the area by the groups. The group leader usually wishes blessings for the happiness and well-being of the property owners in which
they start their shows. In villages, deusi groups use madal, a musical instrument when singing songs. Various organized groups will treat this festival as an opportunity to raise funds for social care. With a band of singers and dancers, they play deusi-bhailo and in one place, remain for half an hour. In the
Terai region, deusi is played only until the fifth day, Bhai tika, but in the hilly region, it is played for 8/9 days. If someone died in the house, then in such a house deusi is not played. In the deusi-bhailo program, efforts are made by the group to make people home happy and people at home depending on
their status to give money and food. If the owner of the house did not give anything in return, then also blessings are given with a smiley face. Nowadays in our village we see much fewer teams playing deusibhailo. This is our culture to play deusi-bhailo in the Tihar festival. We should preserve our culture
without forgetting it in order to practice. Tihar is a festival that is the second largest festival of all Nepalis. Nepalis around the world celebrate this festival with lights and sweets and various celebrations. Not only Nepalese, it is actually a festival that is observed by all Indians living in different corners of the
world. This festival, which lasts for several days, is with many celebrations that are for every day tihar. In Nepal it is known as Tihar, while it is known as Diwali in India. Indians, who are Indians, also celebrate it with a lot of fanfare. But the DeusiBhailo concept is one thing that is practiced only in Nepal.
Nepalis across the country on Tihar days go door to door and dance and sing that are typical of Tihar. These songs are the ones that have been for hundreds of years among all Nepalese.These groups of the youngest or people of any age group go door to door singing, dancing and having fun. After that,
they are given money and things to eat because of the fun they had. There are some typical songs that are sung at the Tihar festival for Deusi and Bhailo. Bhailo are usually for women and girls, while Deusi is designed for men. There are different days specific to both of these types of songs to be sung
during Deepawali.In addition to traditional songs, even songs made by the music industry and pop songs or movie songs are also very popular with people in Nepal as Deusi-Bhailo Song. All these songs are very good and are popular with everyone. Here in this article, we are going to list 20 of these
DeusiBhailo songs that are very popular among Nepalese. These songs have been heard many times year after year for a long time during the Tihar festival in Nepal.Tiharai aayo lau jhilimili is one of nepal's most famous and evergreen tihar songs. If you ask anyone if it's a child or an adult, the first song
that comes to mind is TiharaiAayo Lau Jhilimili picturized for the movie Sworga. This song has been going on for over a decade. And still, after all these years, this song is sung every Deepawali by men and women who play DeusiBhailo. Because this song is so touching that the song is touched all these
years. All the little girls from our area still dance to this song during Tihar and we also did the same in our time. This is the only song we tend to hear time and time again each Tihar.Every Bhaili and deusi group will surely prepare and dance or sing this song during a performance of Bhaili or Deusi. The



most popular song during Tihar is definitely the one that goes AhaiBhanabhanaBhai Ho. This is not a specific song, but a way of creating songs. This is just an expression that repeats time and time again by adding its own kinds of hyphens between them. For those who know how to sing it properly, it can
be a very beautiful song. This song contains not only songs about DeusiBhailo and Tihar, but also wishing you good for everyone. It is primarily a song that each Deusi Group will sing as soon as they start their deusi program. It is a very typical and traditional singing style that has remained unchanged for
hundreds of years in Nepal. The way it is sung shows how Nepalese are when it comes to singing for Tihar. The more creative it is, you can come up with a better song after singing lines. There are many Deusire songs that have been created by different people and are popular. But instead of following
other words, it is always better to create your own as you go. It will be a very cool song like this and everyone will like it even more. Bhana bhan bhai ho is another of Nepal's most famous and evergreen tihar songs. Recently, if there is one song that was very popular among Deusi and Bhailo goers, it is a
song titled Tihar Song sung by Axata. This is a modern edition to the age of the old song Tihar from Nepal.This popular song is traditional in essence, but the way it was sung with a modern style of singing and musical instruments, gives a beautiful atmosphere to the whole song. Nowadays, this song has
become a replacement for the traditional old style of song singing. Every little one who goes to Deusi or Bhailo like to sing this song. Modern song style is very popular among teenagers and young adults. It is a creative and beautiful approach to an aging song that needs to be appreciated for its creativity.
Melodic. Jhilimili yo sonjh deepawali ko is nepal's next most famous and evergreen melodic tihar song. Another song exclusively tihar is JhilimiliYoSanjhDeepwaliko, which was sung by AnjuPanta. It is a beautifully sung and created song, which was also included in the film. This is a relatively new song
that was created only a few years ago, but the classic atmosphere of this song makes this song a very good song for Deepawali. BEautifuuly sung by AnjuPanta, the song talks about how this festival is about the bonds of brother and sisters, as well as the traditional way in which we should celebrate it.
The film is also very touching. Danced by Mithila Sharma, this song creates good feelings among Nepalese people at this festival. The beauty of this song lies in its good words, beautiful choreography, touching composition of the heart and touch of tradition, which was included in it. Here's a song for you:
A song that has been around for years and still sounds fresh is the song Diyo Bali SanjhaKo. This song has been going on for over a decade. It's a beautiful song that talks about the beauty of the tihar festival and the rituals associated with it, like diyo lighting, putting on lights and all the offerrings to God.It
is more like a song talking about the Goddess Laxmi, who is the God that we worship during this Tihar festival. The beautiful picturisation, heart-touching words and soothing singing of AshaBhosle made this song a very beautiful song. This is a song from an old Nepalese movie. This beautiful song was
one of the best songs that have been around in Nepal celebrating Tihar. Here's the song for you: The last song that was popular with Nepalese when celebrating Tihar is that of SugamPokhrel's. The song is titled DashainTihar Song. This song is about celebrating and Tihar, which are two Hindu festivals
in Nepal.This beautiful song is beautifully written, composed and sung by the singer himself. This is a relatively new song that is beautiful to hear and is very soothing. He talks about how we celebrate these holidays and the way in which they are very special to Hindus in Nepal.All the little things about
Dashain and Tihar that make them unforgettable celebrations for all Nepalese were mentioned in this song. Recently, we have heard this song quite a lot in Nepal, as well as among Nepalis who live all over the world. He also mentions how those who live abroad will miss those festival times back home.
That's what makes this song even more special for everyone. Here's the song, listen:Another classic song that goes with Tihar's sentiment is the song Adhar has AajaUnkaiChhaGeet. This is a beautiful song that speaks of the beauty that surrounds at the time of Tihar.This song has been very nicely
illustrated and is very beautiful to watch as well. Since this is an old song, it has a very classinc feel to it, which makes it even more heart-touching. Words, visuals, composition and singing have made this song quite speiccal for anyone who wants to listen to songs about Tihar. Located at the time of
Tihar, it shows how Hindus prepare for Tihar and perform different types of customs during this festival. The beauty of this song was undeniable as we Nepalese listened to it year after year during the Tihar or Deepawali festival. Click on the link below to hear and watch the entire song. This song, as the
lyrics itself goes in the title NidharmaLarkaeraSaptarangiTika speaks of a special day in Tihar, which is known as the Day of Bhaitika. This is the day when brothers and sisters celebrate their bond. This beautiful relationship has been ritually in Tihar and therefore Tihar is unique to all Indians in Nepal. This
song in particular beautifully sums up the emotions the sister will have during Bhaitika. As she wishes all the best of her brothers and will be ready to help, care and look at the brothers that she loves so dearly. Such beautiful words have made this song unique and beautiful to listen to. This song catches
Tihar's basic emotions and makes it so emotionally appealing to everyone to listen to. Every little thing about Tihar and his rituals have been mentioned in the song and he is picturised very beautifully too. Here, watch it for yourself: This is another song that talks about the bond between brother and sister
and the importance of Tihar. He talks about how Bhaitika becomes the day that brothers and sisters wait to meet. Sisters who have to leave their own homes to go to someone's house after marriage will surely miss their home and brothers. Thus, the brother talks about how he will meet and see his
brother during Tihar, if not at any time else. This is a very a song that is emotional to listen to for all the brothers who have to miss their sisters because they have been married elsewhere and have moved away from their own home. Here, listen to the full song: This song was sung by many different
singers making their own kind of song. The main melody and tone of the song is the same, while every singer or people who go to play DeusiBhailo use their own creativity to make it their own. This particular creation is very beautiful, which is really pleasant to listen to and is very decent. More recently,
DeusiBhailo has also lost some of his beauty due to the obscene way in which some groups of people sing and make way to pour out their frustrations through the song. But this song does not have a program, it only speaks of the moods of Tihar and the tradition of DeusiBhailo. A beautiful song to listen
to and watch, this is one of the best deusiBhailo songs that have been around for a long time in Nepal.You can also watch this song on youtube.com. 3Shares 3Shares
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